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The relationship t:etween the draft ANSI Virtual Device Interface standard am the North 
AIrerican Presentation Level Protocol Syntax is oonsidered. Translations required tetween the 
two function sets are specified from whid1 the degree of canpatibili ty can te determined. The 
mappings preserve the usefulness of each function as rruch as possible although the precise 
semantics may te sOJreWhat altered. 

Etude des liens existants entre les fidriers staIrla.rd ANSI exprirrant les instructions 
graphiques de faqcn independante des systemes graphiques utilises et Telid:::n. A F8rtie des 
transformaticns requises pour passer de dlacun des ensenbles de functions a l' autre, le ni veau 
de catpatibilite entre les deux est dl!limite. Autant que possible l' integn.te de dlaque 
fcnction est ccnservee lors du passage d' un ensenble de foncticns a l' autre rreme si la 
sSnazttique peut etre trodifiee. 

KEYW)RDS: Telidon, Virtual Device Interface, transccxiinJ 

1. Introduction 

At CMCCS '81, a paper was presented by 
Newman entitled paper ~e Relationship of 
Telidon and COI!p.lter Graphics Standards n

• It 
addressed, in general terms, haN graphics 
metafiles relate to Telidon. This current 
work is a rrore detailed examinatioo of the 
relationship t:etween the Telidon and the 
draft ANSI Virtual Device Interface 
standards. We will shON whether this 
relationship is sufficiently close to make 
compatability of the two standards feasible. 
Also, we consider hON the ease of the 
translation process varies over the 
categories of functions. Throughout this 
investigation, we tried to find mappings 
which preserve the usefulness of a function 
as rruch as possible, rather than te concerned 
with the precise semantics. 

Translation t:etween the two function 
sets has teen defined. Because many 
functions db not necessarily map ooe-to-one, 
two-tables have teen prepared. The first 
shaNs, using a possible VDI function set, a 
VDI to Telidoo mapping and the second 
illustrates the reverse mapping. 

2. Background 

Telidon is incorporated as part of a 
standard t:eing developed by both ANSI* and 
CSA+. The standard is known as the North 

*American National Standards Institute 
+canadian Standards Association 

American Presentation Level Protocol Syntax 
(NAPLPS) • The NAPLPS function set used in 
the l!\:IWing is from [21. 

The ANSI X3H3 Technical Comnittee for 
Computer Graphics is developing standards for 
the Virtual Device Interface (VDI) am the 
Virtual Device Metafile (VIJooi). At the ti1re 
of this writing, the vtM draft standard is 
alrrost conpleted and the VDI draft is getting 
underway. It is planned that the VI:M and VDI 
will te closely related. 

Although we are studyil'¥1 the 
relatiooship of VDI and NAPLPS, the actual 
element set used in the mappings is fron the 
vtM standard [11. There will t:e sare VDI 
functionality that will not te explicitly 
included in these mappings. HaNever, the 
goals of this paper can still t:e satisfied 
since the vtM and VDI function sets will have 
a large degree of cormonality. For the m::st 
part, the VIJooi is representative of the 
primitives, attributes, text and control 
functions that will te found in the VDI 
standard. 

3. The Translation Process 

The mapping has teen visualized as a 
specification for a hypothetical translation 
rrechanism t:etween the two standards. (he 
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issue in developing such a mechanism is how 
!TUm internal state is required. This is an 
indicator of the degree of consonance between 
the rrodels of the two standards. The 
internal state is required to keep track of 
functions of one interface whim are 
specified in a different manner or in a 
different sequence than the other. For 
example, a model attribute of one interface 
may be represented as a functional parameter 
of the other. There are rotes in the tables 
whim ShON the states that need to be 
maintained in order to cb the translation. 

4. Conclusion 

From the two rnawings, we can conclude 
that there is at least one potentially useful 
relationship between the standards, 
specifically that NAPLPS serves as a lONer 
level interface to the VDI. 

Since the primitive and primitive 
attribute elements of the VDM would be 
expected to be those in the VDI standard, a 
mapping of the VDI primitive and primitive 
attribute elements to NAPLPS would be 
reasonable. It should be possible, maybe even 
not very difficult, to build a VDI 
implementation whose device-dependent 
interface would be a stream of NAPLPS codes. 
This VDI would treat the NAPLPS as a physical 
device. Any NAPLPS compatible terminal could 
be attached to sum a VDI implementation. A 
useful example of such an implementation would 
be in a system used to interactively generate 
frames for a videotex database. The q:>eratoI', 
interacting with a paint program, would send 
high level graphic commands down through a 
hierarchy of interfaces ending up in the VDI 
dri ver. The driver would translate the 
resultant image into NAPLPS codes for preview 
on a NAPLPS terminal and storage in the 
database. 
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In this mapping, the actual bit sequence is shown to as detailed a level as is 
feasible. The character period '.' in the bit's position within a data byte 
indicates that a functicn value, not related to what is being translated, needs 
to be specified in order to maintain the proper state of the NAPLPS. The highest 
order bit of the 7-bit data byte is not shown. It always equals 1. 

Begin Metafile 

End Metafile 

Begin Picture 

End Picture 

VDC Extent 

Clip Rectangle 

Clip Indicator 

Precisions 

Index 
Enumerated 
Colour 
Colour index 
Real Coordinates 
Integer Coordinates 
Single integer value 
Single real value 

Message 

Application Data 

Character Set Index 

Primitive EIemeJltS 

Polyline 

Polymarker (note 2) 

not a VDI function so no equivalent necessary 

not a VDI function so no equivalent necessary 

not a VDI function so no equivalent necessary 

not a VDI function so no equivalent necessary 

no equivalent 

no equivalent 

no equivalent 

00MAlN, .xxxyy, logical pel (reset the logical 
pel size. xxx is the value of multi-length 
operands and yy is the vallE of single-length 
operands) • 
Maps to single-length operand. 
Maps to single-length operand. 
Maps to multi-length operand. 
Maps to single-length operand. 
~ equivalent 
Maps to multi-length operand. 
Maps to multi-length operand. 
No equivalent 

no equivalent, can be accommodated outside the 
NAPLPS. 

no equivalent, can be accommodated outside the 
NAPLPS 

The apprq:>riate escape sequences fran ISO 2022 
are generated. 

Sequence of [Set & Line(absolute)] 

TEXI', •••••• , 10 •••• , (Set cursor style to 
crosshairs so character is centred wi thin 
character box), Char Field dimension (set to 
match the indicated marker size ) , Sequence of 
[POINT SET (absolute, invisible), SI, marker 
char, SJ], TEXT (reset char field dirrensions). 
Text size, rotation, char path, inter-char 
spacing, inter-row spacing and move pararreters 
values have to be maintained as part of internal 
state of the mapping. 
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Cell Array 

Polygon (Note 1) 

Circle (Note 1) 

Arc (Note 1) 

Arc close (Note 1) 

Text (note 2) 

Attributes 

Fill, Marker, Line and 
Text Colour 

Colour Table 

Line Width (note 3) 

Line style 
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FIELD with rorners [(xmin,ymin), (xmax-xmin, 
ymax-ymin»), OOMAIN, •••••• , set logical pel 
size, INCR.POIN!' , IXlMAIN, •••••• , reset logical 
pel size. The current logical pel size, single
and multi-value lengths and dimensionality must 
re maintained as part of internal state of the 
mapping. 

SE:!' & POLYGCN (outline) if interior style = off. 
SE:!' & POLYGON (filled) if interior style ~ 
off. 

SE:!' & ARC (outline) if interior style = off. 
SE:!' & ARC (filled) if interior style ~ off. 
Circle can re defined using SET & ARC by 
specifying the two end points of the diameter of 
the circle. 

SE:!' & ARC (outline) 

SE:!' & ARC (outline), SE:!' & LINE (absolute) if 
!'lOde is chord and interior style is off. SET & 
ARC (filled) if rrode is cnord and interior 
style is other than off. 
SE:!' & ARC (outline), SE:!' & POLYG:N ( outline) if 
rrode is pie and interior style is off. SET & 
ARC (filled), SE:!' & POLYG:N (filled) if rrode is 
pie and interior style ~ off. 

SEl' POINT (absolute, invisible), SI, text 
chars ,ro if text precision = string. 
Sequence of [POIN!' SET (absolute, invisible), 
SI, single text cnar ,ro) if text precision = 
character. 

If Colour Specification = direct: SEl' OJLCXJR 
with operand = green, red, blue colour value. 
If Colour Specification = index: SELECr OJLaJR 
wi th 1 colour index operand (colour rrode 1). 

The current colour must re maintained in the 
i nternal state, SEIEC1' COIJJUR with 1 operand 
(start table entry), sequence of [SE:!' OJLaJR 
with 1 operand), reset current colour. 

DOMAIN, •••••• , set logical pel size. Precision 
for single- and multi-value operands and 
dimensionality must re maintained in the 
internal state. 

TEX'lURE, •••• xx (xx rorresponds to the line 
style. 00 - solid, 01 - dotted, 10 - dashed and 
11 -dotted dashed). Texture pattern, highlight 
must re maintained as part of the internal state 
of the mapping. 
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Marker Type 

Marker Size 

Interior Style 
Perimeter visibility = off 

Interior Style (Note 8) 
Perimeter visibility = on 

Hatch Index 

Pattern Index (note 5) 

Character Height 

Text Alignment (note 6) 

Text Precision 

Character Up Vector (note 7) 

Character Expansion Factor 
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00 equivalent. See Polymarker. 

00 equivalent (tied to character dimensions) 

N::> action is taken if interior style = off. 
TEX'IDRE, 000.0. (when interior style = solid). 
TE}crURE, xxx.O. (for hatch styles, the value of 
xxx is one of [001,010,100,101,110,111] 
depending en the value of Hatch Index). 
TE}crURE, xxx... (when interior style = pattern, 
the value of xxx is one of [100,101,110,111]). 
See Pattern Index for definitton of patterns. 
Highlight, line texture ItUSt t:e maintained in 
the internal state. 

Same as above except bit 2 = 1, i.e. xxx.l. 

'!he hatch style p:>inted to by hatch in:lex is 
defined as: 
TE}crURE, 001. •• (hatch style = vertical). 
TE}crURE, 010... (hatdl style = horizontal). 
TE}crURE, xxx ••• (All other hatch styles are 
defined by specifying one of the definable 
texture nasks in TE}crURE where the value of xxx 
is one of [100, 101, 110, 111]). The states of 
highlight and line texture must t:e maintained 
internally. 

'!he pattern texture p:>inted to by Pattern Index 
is defined as: 
TE}crURE, xxx... (All pattern styles are defined 
by specifying one of the definable texture masks 
in TE}crURE where the value of xxx is one of 
[100, 101, 110, 111]. The style is defined via 
DEF TE}crURE and the mask size of TE}crURE). 
The states of highlight and line texture must 
be maintained internally. 

TE~, •••••• , •••••• , Char Field dimension. 
Text size, rotation, char path, inter-char 
spacing, cursor style, inter-row spacing and 
move parameters values have to t:e maintained as 
part of the internal state of the mapping. 

N::> equivalent 

Cnly string and dlaracter precision can t:e 
supported using TE~. Stroke precisicn can be 
sUH?Qrted if the text has t:een converted to 
strokes. 

TEXT, ••• xx, •••••• (where the value of xx 
corresponds to the 0 0

, 90 0
, 180 0 and 270 0

). Text 
size, char path, inter-char spacing, inter-row 
spacing, cursor style and rove parameters values 
have to t:e maintained as part of the internal 
state of the mapping. 

N::> equivalent 
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Character Spacing 

Font Index (note 4) 

Character Path 

Escape Elemant 

Escape 
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TEXT, xx •••• , .••••• (where xx defines the 
inter-char spacing). 

no equivalent 

TEXT, •• xx •• , (where xx def ines the 
charater path). 

no equivalent 

Note 1: The a:xmjinates in VJ:l.1 are all absolute. The coordinates of these 
NAPLPS primitives are relative and suitable translation on these coordinates 
would have to occur in order to do the mapping. 

Note 2: Shift-In (SI) and Shift~t(SO) are used when the desired dlaracter 
is in the GO (ASCII) set. When the character is in a set other than GO, the set 
might have to l:e first designated l:efore invoking it. Marker dlaracters not in 
the ASCII set may possibly l:e defined by a MACRO or ORCS sequence. 

Note 3: The logical pel definition causes a line, arc, or ooundary of a 
fillable graphic primitive to vary its width as its slope is changed. This may 
not l:e expected by a VJ:l.1 generator. 

Note 4: This function may l:e achieved by usil1g the rode extension techniques 
in ISO 2022. 

Note 5: The OEF TEmuRE corrrnand allows cnly 1 bit deep pixels to l:e stored in 
a pattern in NAPLPS, as opposed to the multi-bit colour values in vrM. The 
display of a p:l.ttern in V[M is expected to l:e the colours to which the stored 
values currently map, but the NAPLPS will cause it to t:e in the current drawing 
colour. 

Note 6: The inter-row spacing capabilitiy in text alignment can t:e 
accommodated. For all other capabilities of text alignment, there are no 
equivalents. 

Note 7: C'nly the four orientations orthogonal to the display- axes are 
supported by NAPLPS. 

Note 8: The NAPLPS equivalent of perimeter vis i bility = 'on' i n the V[M is 
having the perimeter drawn in with a solid black line whidl uses the current 
logical pel size to determine its width. 
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Only the functions needed in the translation are specified. There will re an 
encoding of the VI:M in the style of NAPLPS but it has oot reen finalized at the 
tine of this writing. 

Reset 

Wait 

Point Set (absolute, 
invisible) 

Point Set (absolute, 
visible) 

Point Set (relative, 
invisible) 

Point Set (relative 
visible) 

Line (absolute) (Note 

Line (relative) (Notes 

Set & Line (absolute) 

Set & Lil'Y:! (relative) 

Arc (outlined) (Notes 

Arc (filled) (Notes 1 

Begin Picture 

no equivalent 

no equivalent 

no equivalent 

1) can re enulated with Set & Line (absolute). 

1 & 2) can re enulated with Set & Lil'Y:! (relative). 

roLYLINE 

(Note 2) roLYLINE 

1 & 2) can re enulated as Set & Arc (outlined). 

& 2) can re enulated as Set & Arc (filled). 

Set & Arc (outlined) (Note 2) ARC 

Set & Arc (filled) (Note 2) ARC CUEE with chord option 

Rect (outlined) (Notes 1 & 2) Current INI'ERICR STYI.E must re maintained, 
INl'ERICR S'IYLE = off, FOLYG:N, reset INl'ERIOR 
S'lYLE. 

Rect (filled) (Notes 1 & 2) roLYG:N 

Set & Rect (outlined) (Note 2) Current INI'ERICR STYI.E must re maintained, 
INl'ERICR STILE = off, FOLYG:N, reset INl'ERIOR 
STYLE. 

Set & Rect (filled) (Note 2) roLYG:N 

Poly (outlined) (Notes 1 & 2) Current INI'ERICR STYI.E must re maintained, 
INl'ERICR STILE = off, FOLYG:N, reset INl'ERIOR 
STYLE. 

Poly (filled) (Notes 1 & 2) POLYG(N 
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Set & Poly (outline) (Note 2) Current INI'ERICR STYU: is naintained, INl'ERICR 
S'l'nE = off, POLY~, reset INl'ERICR S'lYLE. 

Set & Poly (filled) (Note 1) ro~ 

Field For use with Incr.Point, specification is 
included with CELL l\RRAY. For defininq 
colurmated text, there is 00 equivalent. The 
ccncept of input user are&'3 is outside the scope 
of the VI:M arXl so there is 00 equivalent for 
protect/unprotect. 

Incr. Point CELL APRAY 

Incr.Line (Note 3) Sequence of POLYLINE. 

Incr.Poly (Note 3) roLYG(N 

Attribute Functfms 

Innain 
Single-value Length 

Multi-value Length 
Dirrensiooali ty 
Logical Pel Size 

Blink 

Select Colour 

Set Coloor 

Texture 
Line texture 
Texture Pattern (Note 4) 
Highlight 

Text 
Rotation 
Char Path 
Inter-char spacing 
Move parameters 
Cursor style 
Inter-row spacing 

Must map to COUXJR INDEX, INDEX, ENUMERATED 
types 
Maps to REALs, IN1'EGERs, <DUXJR 
DrMmSICJlW..I'lY 
LINE WIImi 

ro equivalent 

WIlen rolour node 0 is defined (00 ~rands 
irkclude with Select Colour), set <DI.alR 
S?ECIFICTION = direct. 
When rolour node 1 is define:] (1 operand 
included), set <DI.alR SPfX:IFICATION = index arXl 
MA..RE<ER, LINE, TEXT and FI!L <XlUXJRs = index 
specified in the ~rand. 
When colour mode 2 is define:] (2 operands), 
th~re is 00 VDM equivalent. 

MARRER, LINE, TEXT and FI!L <XlUXJRs = roloor 
value of Set Colour if in colour rrode o. <DI.alR 
~c.E loaded with colour value of Set Colour 
when colour node = 1. 

LINE STYLE 
Dn'ERIrn STYLE 
INTERIOR STYLE with perimeter visibility = on. 

QiAAAcrER UP 
0lAAACI'ER PA'rn 
rnl'ER-QiARACTER SPAC:m:; 
tb equivalent 
No equivalent 
TE~ ALIGNMENT with horizontal alignment = 
continuous arXl continuous horizontal alignment = 
inter-row spacing 

Character field dirrensions CP~C1'ER HEIGrr 
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Text Characters (G sets) 

Primary Set 

Suwlementary Set 

Mosaic Set 

Macros 

CO Set 

Cl Set 
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The character syrrbols can be generated rut the 
VD1 does not allow format effector characters in 
the text string 

Once invoked, sane as Primary 

Once invoked, sane as Primary 

No direct equivalent 

No direct equivalent 

No equivalent, however a number of them 
(principally the format effector characters) 
affect the positioo of the text cursor, am so 
their effect rrust be recorded in the internal 
state of the mapping 

No equivalent, rowever IlOSt of the ccrrmarxlS in 
this set involve the modificatioo of attribute 
values, am their effect rrust be recorded in the 
internal state of the mapping. 

Note 1: The VI:M has no concept of current drawing position in the functional 
description. The NAPLPS functions which use it have no direct equivalent, 
although translation software can reconpute the value of the starting ooordinate 
for the VI:M function. 

Note 2: Relative cdjressing tray be included in a given VI:M encoding, but is 
not standardized in the functional specification. A mapping is possible !::etween 
absolutely addressed VI:M elements and relatively oodressed NAPLPS functions if 
the translatioo software carputes the absolute address for eadl element. 

Note 3: '!be CXIlp.ltation required for each ooordinate in this napping involves 
ac:k1ing the required increment to the current positon, then canputing the 
absolute address from the result, as required. 

Note 4: Since the VI:M ooly supports HATCH INDEX for the specification of hatch 
styles, the hatdl texture patterns would have to be downloaded. 
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